Abstract. Overlapping Schwarz methods form one of two major families of domain decomposition methods. We consider a two-level overlapping Schwarz method for Raviart-Thomas vector fields. The coarse part of the preconditioner is based on the energy-minimizing extensions and the local parts are based on traditional solvers on overlapping subdomains. We show that the condition number grows linearly with the logarithm of the number of degrees of freedom in the individual subdomains and linearly with the relative overlap between the overlapping subdomains. The condition number of the method is also independent of the values and jumps of the coefficients. Numerical results for 2D and 3D problems, which support the theory, are also presented.
Introduction. We consider the following boundary value problem:
Lu := −grad (α div u) + β u = f in Ω, (1.1)
Here Ω is a bounded polygon in R 2 or a polyhedron in R 3 and n is the outward normal vector of its boundary. We assume that f is in (L 2 (Ω)) 2 or (L 2 (Ω)) 3 and that α and β are positive L ∞ (Ω) functions. We now consider the weak formulation of the original problem:
H(div; Ω) is the subspace of (L 2 (Ω)) 2 or (L 2 (Ω)) 3 with div u ∈ L 2 (Ω) and H 0 (div; Ω) is the subspace of H(div; Ω) with vanishing normal components on ∂Ω.
We will consider two-level overlapping Schwarz methods. Such methods were originally considered for scalar elliptic problems; see [25, Chapter 3] and references therein. Later these methods have been widely extended to various problems including vector fields problems; see [2, 13, [22] [23] [24] . Other methods for H(div) problems, such as multigrid methods and iterative substructuring methods, have also been considered; see [3, 12, 13, 28, 29] . While many iterative substructuring methods have been studied for variable coefficients cases, there has been no supporting theory for the overlapping Schwarz methods until recently. In order to deal with variable coefficients, we use the modified techniques of [8, 9] developed for the almost incompressible elasticity case. A different type of technique is also available for scalar elliptic problems; see [27] .
In Section 2, we introduce a finite element approximation of (1.2). In Section 3, we describe some functional tools to help derive the main result. We present the algorithm in Section 4 and the main result and proofs in Section 5. Section 6 contains supporting numerical experiments.
2. Raviart-Thomas and Nédélec elements. We introduce two kinds of triangulations T H and T h . T H is a shape regular and quasi-uniform coarse triangulation of the domain Ω with the maximum diameter H. Let T h be a refinement of T H and a shape regular and quasi-uniform triangulation of individual coarse mesh elements. Here, h is the minimum diameter of the triangulation. We consider the lowest order Raviart-Thomas and Nédélec elements on this triangulation; see [5, Chap. 3] and [16] .
We first consider the Raviart-Thomas elements. The lowest order Raviart-Thomas element space is defined by X h := {u | u |t ∈ RT (t), t ∈ T h and u ∈ H(div; Ω)}, where RT (t) is given by RT (t) := a + βx, for triangular or tetrahedral elements and by RT (t) := a + b · x, for quadrilateral or hexahedral elements.
The degrees of freedom are defined by the average values of the normal components over the edges and the faces of T h for two and three dimensions, respectively, i.e., by λ(u) := 1 |F | F u · n ds, F ⊂ ∂K.
The basis functions of the lowest order Raviart-Thomas element space are supported in two elements of T h and their normal component equals 1 on a specified edge (2D) or face (3D) and 0 on the other edges (2D) or faces (3D).
We also define X 0;h which is the subspace of X h with a vanishing normal components on the boundary of the domain Ω, i.e., X 0;h (Ω) := X h (Ω) ∩ H 0 (div; Ω).
We need to define trace spaces. Let W h (∂Ω i ) be the space of functions which are constant on each edge (2D) or face (3D) of the edges or faces of the elements of T h which are contained in ∂Ω i . We also define W 0;h (∂Ω i ) as the subspace of W h (∂Ω i ) with mean value zero over ∂Ω i .
Similarly, we consider the spaces involving curl. We can define H(curl; Ω) which is a subspace of (
3 and H 0 (curl; Ω), which is a subspace of H(curl; Ω) with vanishing tangential components on ∂Ω.
We next introduce the Nédélec elements. The lowest order Nédélec element space is defined by
for triangular or tetrahedral elements, by
with Q k1,k2 the space of polynomial of degree k i in the i-th variable for quadrilateral elements, and by
with Q k1,k2,k3 the space of polynomial of degree k i in the i-th variable for hexahedral elements.
The degrees of freedom are defined by the average value of the tangential component over the edge e λ e (u) = 1 |e| e u · t e ds, e ⊂ ∂K,
The basis functions of the lowest order Nédélec element space are supported in the union of the elements of T h that have the edge in common and their tangential components are 1 on the specified edge and 0 on all other edges.
We also define N 0;h , which is the subspace of N h with vanishing tangential components on the boundary of the domain Ω, i.e.,
Additionally, let S h be the continuous P 1 space and S 0;h be the subspace of S h with zero boundary values.
Finally, we define three interpolation operators Π RT h , Π N D h , and I h onto X h , N h , and S h , respectively.
3. Some Functional Tools. We will use some Sobolev spaces and corresponding norms and seminorms for bounded open Lipschitz domains Ω. Let us consider H s (Ω) with s > 0 and let H be the diameter of Ω. Then, we can define scaled norms:
It is known that the normal component of u ∈ H(div; Ω) is in H − 1 2 (∂Ω); see [5] . The norm for the space H 
The angle brackets stand for the duality product of H 
and
where
Here, H(curl 0 ; Ω), H(div 0 ; Ω), H 0 (curl 0 ; Ω) and H 0 (div 0 ; Ω) are defined as follows:
Proof. See [7 [20] .
Lemma 3.3. Let Ω be simply connected with a connected Lipschitz boundary.
, we have the following estimates: 
for a suitable j = j(x), possibly equal to i, with x ∈ Ω ′ j . The maximum of the ratios
Moreover, we can consider the factor H h as follows: 
Consider the variational problem (1.2). Restricting to the finite element space of the lowest order Raviart-Thomas elements, we obtain the stiffness matrix A. For each face (or edge) F ij , a subset of the interface Γ, we can write a submatrix of the stiffness matrix A. It is corresponding to the two subdomains which have F ij in common:
IFij and
IFij . Also, let u ij be the extension of u ij to a global vector obtained by an extension by zero. We note that if we know u Fij , then u ij is completely determined. We choose u T Fij = [1, 1, · · · , 1] to define a coarse basis vector u ij for the face (or edge) F ij . We can now define A 0 and R 0 , after introducing a suitable global indexing, by
where F ij and F kl are the m-th and n-th face of Γ, respectively.
Furthermore, let
Hence, we can now construct the coarse part R We can then define a submatrix of the original stiffness matrix A by the following formula:
Thus, A i is just the principal minor of the original stiffness matrix A defined by R i . By using these matrices, we can build the local part
4.3. The Additive Schwarz Operator. We now construct our preconditioner.
The preconditioned linear operator has the following form:
We use one global coarse solver for A −1 0 and N local solvers for the A −1 i when applying the operator P ad to a vector. By using a suitable indexing, we can perform most work of the preconditioned conjugate gradient method locally and in parallel except for the work of the coarse part and the communication between neighboring pairs of subdomains; see [21] , [25, Chap. 3] .
5. Technical tools and the main result. We will consider the 3D case only; the arguments are quite similar for 2D. We recall that the coefficients α and β are constants in each subdomain Ω i . We can then write the weak problem in the following way:
We can also define local energy bilinear forms:
5.1. Technical Tools. We will develop some useful technical tools. Lemma 5.1 (Divergence free extension). We recall that each Ω i is a convex polyhedron. Then, there exists an extension operator
and ∀F ⊂ ∂Ω i , ∀µ ∈ W 0;h (∂Ω i ), and with µ ≡ 0 on ∂Ω i \F and which satisfies the following estimate:
Proof. Consider the following Neumann boundary value problem:
Because µ has zero mean value on ∂Ω i , this problem is well posed under the additional condition, Ωi φ = 0. Let u := ∇φ and define H i as H i µ := Π RT h u, where Π RT h is the interpolation operator into the Raviart-Thomas finite element space. Then, by an elliptic regularity result, 
where Π h is the L 2 -projection onto the space of piecewise constant functions. We obtain the estimate by using an error estimate for Raviart-Thomas elements and an inverse estimate: 
∀µ ∈ W 0;h (∂Ω i ) and F ⊂ ∂Ω i , and for which
Proof. H i is the minimal-energy extension for the given subdomain. Therefore, we obtain the following estimate:
But div H i µ = 0. Therefore, by Lemma 5.1,
The condition µ ∈ W 0;h (∂Ω i ), which means that ∂Ωi µds = 0, is very important; cf. [9, 15, 26] . This means that it is important to find a suitable v which makes the flux of u − v zero across ∂Ω i . To make this possible let us consider the coarse interpolation operator Π RT H onto the Raviart-Thomas space of the coarse mesh. For a given F , a coarse face contained in the interface Γ, we define
Trivially,
We will need some estimates for Π RT H . Lemma 5.3 (Stability estimate for the coarse interpolation). For all u ∈ X h , we have the following estimates: 
The constant C depends only on the aspect ratio of the elements of T H and the elements of T h . Proof. The first estimate (5.3) follows by using the following property of RaviartThomas interpolation:
where Π H is the L 2 projection onto the space of piecewise constant on the coarse mesh; see [4, p.150 5.3] .
For the second estimate (5.4), we use Green's identity and the face basis function; see [11] , [25, Lemma 4.25] . We also use the fact that the L 2 norms of functions in the Raviart-Thomas finite element space can be bounded from above and below by the l 2 -norm of their degrees of freedom; cf. [ 
Lemma 5.5. Let Ω i be convex. Then, we have the following error estimates:
with C independent of h and u 
Similarly, for the subdomain Ω j which has a face in common with Ω i , we have
Moreover, for ∀m ∈ I jl , we have Proof. By the triangle inequality,
).
Consider the first term. By Lemma 5.5,
h i δ i is bounded by 1. Hence, the first term is bounded by C curl u ⊥ 2 0;Ωi . For the second term, we will use an argument similar to that of [25, Lemma 3.10] . By a Friedrichs inequality, Lemma 3.4, and Remark 5.1, we have 
We can use the exactly same idea for all the other estimates.
Stability Estimates.
We consider the coarse part first.
Lemma 5.7 (Coarse Estimate). Let u 0 be the discrete harmonic extension of the given interface values of
where C is independent of H, h and the jumps in the coefficients.
Proof. First, let us assume that H
We note that u 0 is the discrete harmonic extension with the same interface value as u H on ∂Ω i .
By the minimal-energy property of the discrete harmonic extension and Lemma 5.3, we find
Hence, we obtain We introduce piecewise linear scalar cut-off functions χ 1 and χ 2 . The two functions satisfy the following conditions: χ 1 is equal to 1 on all interior small faces of F ij and χ 1 | ∂Ωi\Fij = 0. The extension of χ 1 takes values between 0 and 1; c.f. [25, Sect. 4.6.3] . χ 2 has the value 1 on 
Let φ ij be the coarse basis function corresponding to the face F ij . This means that the normal component of φ ij is 1 on F ij and 0 on other faces of Ω i ∪ Ω j and the interior values of φ ij are obtained by the discrete harmonic extension. We know that φ ij 
Hence, it is enough to consider of these terms one by one. We provide bounds of the coefficient and the energy of the basis functions separately.
We first consider the coefficients. We modify the proof of [28, Lemma 2.4] . Let f k be the small faces which contain edges of F ij . We note that on f k , χ 1 has values between 0 and 1. Also we know that the number of such faces, n F , is bounded by C(H/h); for details, see [28, Lemma 2.4] . We find
where |c k | < 1. We note that (
2 is bounded by CH i u 2 0;Ωi ; see [28, (2.16) ].
Hence,
We note that due to the fact that 
By (5.9), (5.10) and (5.11), we find
We then obtain
is bounded by a constant.
In all cases, we obtain the same result (5.6) and (5.13). We can conclude that (5.5) holds by summing over all subdomains.
Remark 5.2. In [28, Chap 2.2], the constant depends on max
As we see from the numerical experiments in [28, 29] and this paper, the results do not appear to depend on α i 's and β i 's at all. We have improved the previous results in [28, 29] by using Lemma 5.7 . We now consider the local components. Consider v = u − u 0 . We know that v ∈ X h . By Lemma 3.2, we can find
Let θ i be a piecewise linear function associated with the subdomain Ω i . Each θ i is constructed in a similar way as in [25, Lemma 3.4] . We definẽ
x ∈ ∂Ω i , decays linearly, otherwise. and set
with C independent of H, h and jumps of the coefficients. Proof. We note that θ i is supported in Ω i . By Lemma 5.4,
Consider the L 2 term:
We now consider the divergence term and find
We obtain (5.17) from (5.16) by using Lemma 5.6. Therefore,
We now consider (5.15). We note that a i (curl w i , curl w i ) = a i (curl w i , curl w i ). By Lemma 5.4,
By Lemma 5.6, the following inequality holds:
We obtain (5.15) by summing over the subdomains. We next build another cut-off function θ Fij , which is supported in the set
cf. [9, Sect. 4 and 5] . θ Fij satisfies the following conditions:
see [25, Lemma 3.4] for details.
with C which is independent of H, h and the jumps of the coefficients. Proof. Because θ Fij is supported in Ξ ij , we have
By Lemma 5.4,
We obtain (5.21) from (5.20) by using Lemma 5.6. Hence, Similarly,
Therefore, we can obtain (5.18) by a coloring argument and summing over all the partitions Ξ ij .
We now consider (5.19):
By Lemma 5.6,
Similarly,
Therefore,
Finally, (5.19) holds by a coloring argument and summing over all the partitions Ξ ij .
We finally construct the remaining parts of the partition of unity. For each edge E jl ⊂ ∂Ω i , which is F ij ∩ F il , consider a cut-off function θ E jl which is supported in the set Ψ jl =:
where I jl is the set of indices of the subdomains which have the edge E jl in common with Ω i ; cf. [9, Sect. 4 and 5] . θ E jl satisfies following conditions:
Then,
with C which is independent of H, h and the jumps of the coefficients. Proof. Because θ E jl is supported in Ψ jl , we find
We can apply the same idea to each subset Ψ jl ∩ Ω m . It suffices to consider just one subset.
By a coloring argument and summing over all the partitions,
Consider the second estimate (5.23):
Therefore, we obtain
by summing over all the partitions. 
where C is a constant which does not depend on the number of subdomains, H, h and δ. C is also independent of the coefficients α i , β i and the jumps of the coefficients between subdomains. Proof. We obtain this main result by using Lemmas 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10 and the triangle inequality.
Remark 5.3. In the previous result in [13] , there was a second factor of (1 + 6.1. The 2D case. We apply the Overlapping Schwarz method with the energyminimizing coarse space to our model problem. We use Ω = [0, 1] 2 and the lowest order Raviart-Thomas elements. We decompose the domain into N 2 identical subdomains. In each subdomain, we assume that the coefficients α and β are constant. We consider cases where the coefficients have jumps across the interface between the subdomains, in particular, the checkerboard distribution pattern of Fig. 6.1 . We use a fixed β for the whole domain and have different values of α for the black and white regions. We have 1 for the black regions and another specified value for the white regions. Table 6 .1 Condition numbers and iteration counts. α i = 1 or specified values as indicated in a checkerboard pattern, β i ≡ 1 and Table 6 .3 Condition numbers and iteration counts. α i = 1 or specified values as indicated in a checkerboard pattern, β i ≡ 1 and We find that the 3D case is very similar to the 2D case. This means that the condition numbers and iteration counts are independent of H h and depend linearly on the value of H δ . Moreover, they appear to be independent of the jumps of coefficients between subdomains. We see that the estimated condition number depends on linearly 
